Impact of mating design on selection response in Brassica rapa L.
The impact of four mating designs on selection response for leaf area was assessed at four different population sizes, using fast-cycling Brassica rapa L. Mating designs were either balanced (partial diallel or pair mating) or unbalanced (factorial mating designs with either one or two testers). When balanced, the mating designs required different numbers of crossings for the same number of parents: the partial diallel design, in the configuration retained here, required three times as many crossings as pair mating. Population sizes were 4, 8, 16, and 32. The percentage of selected individuals was kept constant at 25%. Despite an average estimated heritability around 0.4, the overall response to selection after five generations was fairly weak in all three replicates. For a given population size, selection response was larger under balanced mating designs than under unbalanced ones. There was no difference among balanced mating designs. Both results indicate that effective population size is more important than population size or the number of crossings in maintaining genetic gain.